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In this paper we consider reversible nearest particle systems defined by h(x) = 1 +j(x) and P(n) =c,n ma, 
LY> I. When n> 2,letj(x) = - bl(b+ Ix(“), b>O. Let m be the first moment of P(n). Then the system survives 
if y>l or y=I and ol>2(1+blm) and dies out if y<l and cu<2(l+blm). When l<a<2, letj(x)= 
h/(l+~_r~Y),b>O,y>O.Thenthesystemsurvivesify>cr-Iory<a-1andb>b,anddiesoutify<a~’ 
ory=cu-I andb<b,, where b, is ome positive finite constant. 
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1. Introduction 
Nearest particle systems were first introduced by Spitzer ( 1977). They are certain contin- 
uous time Markov processes on X= (0, l}” (where Z is the set of integers). The charac- 
teristic property of these systems is that the rate at which a coordinate flips depends on the 
rest of the configuration only through the distances to the nearest sites to the right and left 
which have the value one. For x E 22 and 77 in 
X’= 
-C 
VEX: c q(x)= c v(x)=a 
x > 0 X<O > 
let I,( 7) and I,( 7) be the distances from x to the nearest occupied sites to the left and right 
respectively, 
I,(v) =x-max{y<x: q(y) = l}, 
r,r(r]) =min{y>x: v(y) = 11-x. 
Let p(x, 1, r) and 6(x, 1, r) be nonnegative numbers, which play the role of birth rates 
and death rates for the systems. For x E Z and 77 E x’, define 17~ E X by vx(x) = 1 - v(x) and 
Q(Y) = q(y) for all y Zx. The transition rates for the process are then given by 
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713 nX at rate 1 P(x, L(77), rJ77)L if T(X) =O, 6(x, l,(n), r,(q)), if 77(x) = 1. 
The system is said to die out if 
lim &S(t) = So 
,+CG 
where a0 is the probability measure concentrating on the configuration in which all 
sites are vacant, while 6, is the probability measure concentrating on the configur- 
ation in which all sites are occupied. It is said to survive otherwise. 
In this paper, we consider nearest particle systems with rates defined by 
P(x, 4 r) = A(x)P(M(r)lP(I+ r) (I-I) 
and 
6(x, 1, r) = 1 (1.2) 
where p(n) is a positive density function on Z such that 
P(n+ I)lP(n)tl. (1.3) 
Condition (1.3) implies that the rate functions in (1.1) are attractive. When h(x) is 
independent of x, this is the translation invariant reversible nearest particle system 
which is well understood. Holley’s theorem (Liggett, 1983) asserts that the system 
survives if and only if there exits a constant t such that 
A : @(n)=l 
n=, 
and .g, nt”p(n) <co. 
Hence the system survives when A > 1 and dies out when A < 1. In the critical case 
A = 1, the system survives if and only if /3(n) has a finite first moment. It is interesting 
to let A(x) approach 1 and ask whether the system will survive or die out. This is 
the topic of this paper. The answer to this question depends on the rate at which 
A(x) goes to 1 as well as on P(n). 
We obtain the following results: Assume 
m= ; @(n)<cc. 
n=, 
Let 
A(x)=l-a(x) 
where 
V(-x) = u(x), 
when 0 < x?cc, 
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and 
f [A(l). . * A(n)]-(““+s) p(n)<co for some S>O. 
n=, 
Then the system 
(a) dies out it 
,_, rtl [A(-/) * * . A(r)]-“‘“-“‘/?(I+ r) = 00 for some 6 > 0; 
(b) survives if 
,t, E, [A(-l) * . . A(r)]- (“m++S)/3(l+r)<C0 for some 6>0. 
Particularly, let 
a(x) = 
b(x) 
b(x)+JxJY’ “” 
and 
P(k)=c,/n”, cr>2, 
where c, is a normalizing constant, b(x) > 0 and 
lim b(x)=b, O<b<a. 
lxl-m 
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(1.4) 
Then the system 
(a) survives when y > 1 or when y = 1 and LY > 2( 1 + bm-‘); 
(b) dies out when y<l orwhen y=l and a<2(l+bm-I). 
In the infinite first moment case, we let 
A(~)=l+b(x)/((x(~+l), y>O, 
and 
where b(x) satisfies (1.4). Then there is a positive finite constant b, such that the 
system 
(a) survives when y<a-1 or y=a-1 and b>b,; 
(b) dies out when y>a-1 or y=cu-I and b<b,. 
Remark. A similar problem in percolation was discussed by Chayes, Chayes and 
Durrett (1987). They considered inhomogeneous percolation models with density 
pc+f(x). In dimension two, taking f(x) = [xl-* and assuming the existence of a 
correlation length exponent v for the homogeneous percolation model, they proved: 
when A > Y-I, with probability one there is no infinite cluster; when A < V-‘, with 
positive probability the origin is part of an infinite cluster. 
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It should be pointed out that the main difference in the techniques employed in 
this paper and that in Liu (1991) is that instead of considering one set of equations 
1=/4(x) c t(x+ l)~..t(X+n)p(n) 
n=l 
in the previous paper, we consider one more set of equations 
l=h(x) f t’(x-1)e.a t’(x-rz)P(n). 
In Sections 2 and 3, we use this technique to obtain a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the inhomogeneous nearest particle system defined by (l.l)-( 1.3) to 
possess a reversible measure on X’. Liu (1991) proved a similar result for periodic 
h(x) only. We also give a complete construction of the nonstationary renewal 
measures which are reversible measures for the system defined by (l.l)-( 1.3). This 
improves the construction in Liu (1991). 
2. Comparison of systems with rates which differ at finitely many sites 
We will need the following result which was proved in Liu (1991). 
Lemma 2.1. Let fi*,, be the stationary distribution of the process conditioned on fixed 
particles at m and n. Let t’“‘“(y) = 0 ify > n and tm3”(n), P”(n - l), . . . , P”(m + 1) 
be defined iteratively by the equations 
Then 
and 
where 
l=h(x) ; trn,"(x+l). . * P*“(x+k)P(k), mSx<n. 
k=l 
Pn(x) 2 Pn+‘(x), m <x 5 n, 
t”‘“(x) = tm--lx”(x), m <xS n, 
inf, Y’“(X) > 0, 
~m,n {A;, ,...,d 
=p,,,{7)(X)=l}tm~n(X+l)tm~n(X+2) * *. P”(X+l*+* * .+lk) 
xh(x)h(x+l,)“‘h(x+l,+.“+lk-,)P(l,)”’P(lk), (2.1) 
A?, . . . ..I.. ={~~{O,l}z:~(x)=,j(x+l~)=~~*=~(x+l~+~~*+lk)=l; 
v(y) =o ifx<y<x+l, +...+1, 
and 
y#x+l,+* - .+Ii, i=l,. . ., k-l}. 
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Proof. See Lemmas 4.2 and (4.3) of Liu (1991). 0 
By Lemma 2.1, the limit 
lim P” (v) = G) > 0 *+-cc (2.2) 
exists. Let p be the upper invariant measure of the system without restriction. Then 
(see Liggett, 1985) 
/1 = lim ~~2~. (2.3) In+-‘x 
n+a; 
Hence by (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), 
P{A;,,...,,J=P.(v(x)= l)t(x+l) . . * t(x+b+*. .+&) 
xA(x)h(x+l,). . . A(x+l,+. * .+l,_,)p(l,). . . P(&). (2.4) 
Symmetrically, let t’“‘“(y) = 0 if y < m and P”(m), Pn( rn + l), . . . , P”( n - 1) be 
defined iteratively by the equations 
1 = A(x) f Pn(X- 1) * . . Pn(x - k)p(k), m<xSn. 
k=l 
Similar to (2.1), we have 
~m,,{A;“,7”1,>=/1~,n{77(~) = l)P”(x-1) . . . t’“‘*“(x--L) 
xh(x)h(x-l,)...h(x-l+l,)P(I,)...P(lk) 
where L=l,t. * .+lk. Similar to (2.2) and (2.4), we have 
lim P” (Y) = f(Y) > 0 *+-cc 
n+‘x 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
and 
P{A;,I.:,~I = pL(v(x) = l)f(x - 1) . . . t’(x - L) 
(2.7) 
where L=l,+*..+l,. q 
Lemma 2.2. (a) If Al. # 6,) then, for all x E 22, 
,;, f, t’(x--1). . . t’(x-l)t(x+1). *. t(x+r)P(l+r)<CO. (2.8) 
(b) Ifp{X’} = 1, then, for all x E Z, 
l+A(x) : : t’(x--I).. . t’(x-1) 
/=I r=, 
1 
-I 
x t(x+1). . . t(x+r)p(z+r) . (2.9) 
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Proof. Calculate pL,,,{Ai} using (2.1) and (2.5) respectively, we have 
/.&,(77(x) = l}A(x)P”(x+ 1) * . . P”(x+ k) 
= ~m~n{r](~+k)=l}h(~+k)t’m~n(~+k-l)~~~ P”(x). (2.10) 
(2.11) 
By (2.10), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.6), 
~{n(x)=l}A(x)t(x+l) *.. t(x+k) 
=~{q(x+k)=l}h(x+k)t’(x+k-l)... t’(x). 
By (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.6), (2.10) and Fatou’s Lemma, we have 
12 IL{n(x) = 01 
z=~{q(x)=l}A(x) : ; t’(x-Z). * . t’(x-1) 
/=I r=, 
x t(x+ 1) * . . t(X+r)p(z+r). (2.12) 
Assume~#f~.Then~{~(~)=1}>0forsomex.By(2.4)and(2.7),~{~(x)=1}~0 
for all x since t(y)>0 and t’(y)>O. Hence (2.8) follows from (2.13). This proves 
part (a). 
For (b), assume p{X’} = 1. Then, by (2.4) and (2.11), 
1 -LL{77(x) =11 
=; ; ~(n(x-1)=1}A(x--)f(x-~+l)*.. t(x+r)P(Z+r) 
I=1 r=, 
=p{n(x)=l}A(x) : ; t’(x--I).* . t’(x - 1) 
/=I r=l 
x t(x+1). a. t(x+ r)p(z+ Y). 
This proves (2.9). 0 
Next we consider two functions A(x) and A,(x). Let t(x), t’(x) and t,(x), t\(x) 
be defined by (2.2) and (2.6) using A(x) and A,(x) respectively. The corresponding 
upper invariant measures are denoted by /1 and pul. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose A(x) = A,(x) for all but jinitely many x. Then 
(a) p(X’) = 1 ifand only ifp,(X’) = 1; and 
(b) inequality (2.8) holds for t(x) and t’(x) ifand only if the same inequality holds 
for t,(x) and t:(x). 
Proof. Assume A(x) = A,(x) for 1x(2 N. By the definition of t”‘“(x) and (1.2), t(x) 
depends on A ( - ) only through A(y), y > x. Symmetrically t,(x) depends on A1( . ) 
only through A,(y), y < x. Thus 
t(x) = Cl(x) for x> N (2.13) 
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and 
f’(x) = t;(x) for x < -N. (2.14) 
Then part (a) follows from (2.13), (2.14) and Lemma 2.2. 
Part (b) follows from (2.13) and (2.14) and the fact that condition (2.8) is 
independent of the value of 1( * ) and t’( . ) at finitely many sites. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let t(x) and t’(x) be dejined by (2.2) and (2.6). 
(a) rf there exists a function F(x) such that 
f(x+k)P(k), x>M, 
where M is some constant, then t(x) = ?(x) for x > M 
(b) If there exists a function f(x) such that 
&=kz, 7(x-l). *. ?(x-k)@(k), XCM’, 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where M’ is some constant, then t’(x) = i’(x) for x < M’. 
Proof. (a) Define a measure 6” on X, = (0, l}‘~, ZM = {M, Mt 1,. . . } by 
~“{A~,.,,,,}=A(M)h(M+Z,). * .A(kf+/, +...+I,-,) 
X ;(M+l) *. * f(M+I,+- * ‘+lk)p(/1) *. .p(lk). (2.17) 
Then &” is a reversible measure of the process restricted to a fixed 1 at site M 
Since the upper invariant measure of this process is p{ . (T(M) = l}, we have 
p{ * IT,J(M) = l}zG”. Since 
fi”G%!.,J~ CL{A?..,I 1 v(M) = 11, 
- - 
k k 
we have 
?(M+l)... ?(M+k)ct(M+l)..-t(M+k). 
By (2.4), (2.15) and (2.18), 
(2.18) 
= ; h(M)t(M+ 1) . . . t(M+ k)P(k) 
k=l 
2 ,f h(M)F(M+ 1) . . . j(M+ k)p(k) 
k=l 
= 1. 
Hence t(x) = I(x) for x> M. 
Part (b) is similar. 0 
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3. Construction of a non-stationary renewal measure 
Let t(x) and t’(x) be solutions to 
-&= : t(x+l). . . t(x+k)P(k) 
k=l 
and 
Assume 
f f t’(x-1). . 1 t’(x-Z)t(x+l) *. . t(x+r)/3(Z+r)<CO. 
/=I r=l 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
In this section, we construct a non-stationary renewal measure based on A(x), t(x) 
and t’(x) under conditions (3.1)-(3.3). 
Let 
p(x)= l+h(x) : : f’(X-Z). . 
C 
. t’(x-1) 
/=I r=l 
I 
--1 
xt(x+l).*. t(x+r)/3(l+r) . (3.4) 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose h(x), t(x) and t’(x) are positive functions on Z which satisfy 
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). Then there exists a non-stationary renewal measure Z_L on X’ 
which isgiven byp{r](x)=l}=p(x) and 
PL(A;,, ,,i}=~(x)A(x)A(x+~,)~ . * A(x+Z,+. * ‘+Z&,) 
x t(x+l)t(x+2)” ’ t(x+l,+’ ’ -+lk)P(z,)’ “p(lk). (3.5) 
Hence the nearest particle system dejined by (1.1) and (1.2) survives and possesses a 
reversible measure p. 
Remark. By Lemma 2.2(b), conditions (3.1)-(3.3) above are also necessary for the 
system to survive. Whereas, condition (1.8) in Liu (1991) is not a necessary condition 
for survival. By (2.11), it can be checked that the terms in the infinite series of (3.3) 
above and (1.8) in Liu (1991) differ by a factor of A(x)p(x)/A(x - Z)p(x - I). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By (3.3), p( ) x is strictly positive. We first prove 
p(x)A(x)t(x+l). . . t(x+k) 
=p(x+k)h(x+k)t’(x+k-l)...r’(x). 
By induction, it suffices to check 
(3.6) 
~(x)A(x)t(x+l)=~(~+l)A(~+1)f’(~). (3.7) 
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By (3.4) and (3.2) we have 
P(x)A(x)r(x+ 1) 
[ 
1 1 OcIcC 
= 
A(X)t(X+ t’(x) ,=I r=, 
l)+ - 1 c t’(x - z-t 1) . . * t’(x) 
xt(x+2).** 1 
-1 
t(x+r+1)/3(Z+r)+ 
t’(x)A(x+ 1) 
-P(l) 1 . (3.8) 
Similarly, by (3.4) and (3.1), we have 
p(x)A(x+ l)l’(x) 
[ 
1 1 am 
= A(x+l)t’(x)+t’(x),=3r=* 
c 1 t’(x-I+l). ‘. t’(x) 
PI 
x f(Xf2). . . t(x+r+l)p(Z+r)+ 
1 
t(x + l)A (x) 
-P(l) 
I 
. (3.9) 
By (3.8) and (3.9), we have (3.7). This proves (3.6). By (3.6), we have 
/_&(x)A(x)A(x+Z,). . * A(x+1,+. ’ .+zk-i) 
xt(x+l)*~~t(x+z,+~~~+z~)~(z,)~~~~(z~) 
=/1.(X+z,)A(x+z,)f’(X+z,-l) *. . f’(X)P(Z*) 
xA(x+Z,). . * A(x+Z,+. . .+x+z&,) 
x t(x+Z,+1). . . t(x+Z,+. . .fZk) 
=p((x+Z,+. **+z,)A(x+z,+~~*+z,)‘*~A(x+z,) 
xt’(x+z,+~~*+z,-1)~~~t’(x+l)p(z,)~~*p(z~). (3.10) 
Define /L by p{n(x) = l} = p(x) and (3.5). By (3.1), (3.2), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and 
(3.10), p is consistent and is a well defined probability measure. By (3.1) and (3.2), 
p( X’) = 1. Reversibility can be checked using the same proof as in Theorem VII.4.2 
in Liggett (1985). q 
4. Inhomogeneous approximation of the critical system (I) 
In this section, we assume 
A(x) = A(-x) 
and 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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If h(x) = A, then Holley’s theorem implies that the system survives when A 2 1 and 
dies out when A < 1. 
We are interested in considering whether the system survives if 
A(x)<13 and A(x)?1 when O< X?CO. 
Let 
A(x) = 1 -o(x). 
Then 
O<cr(x)<l, and a(x when 0~ xtco. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Lemma 4.1. Assume (4.3) is satisjied and equation (3.1) has a solution t(x) such that 
t(x)&1 when O<X?CO. (4.6) 
Let 
&(X)=?(X)-1. (4.7) 
Then 
a(x) + &)2/(l - a(x)) 
=&(X+1)/?(1)+[&(X+l)+&(X+2)]~(2)+’ * .+o[a(X)2]. (4.8) 
Proof. By (4.3), and coupling, we have 
A(x)t(x+l)P(l)sP(l). 
Thus, 
[l-a(x)][l+E(X+1)]61, 
i.e. 
cr(x)t(x+l)~&(x+l). 
By (4.6), we have 
e(x+l)sA.(~(x) (4.9) 
where A is some finite constant. Let t(x) be a solution to the equation (3.1). Then 
by (4.4) and (4.7), 
1+ a(x) + a(x)‘/(l -a(x)) 
=[1+&(X+1)]~(1)+[1+&(X+1)][1+E(X+2)]/3(2)+~ *. . (4.10) 
Let R(s)=e”-1-s. Then 
R’(s) > 0, R(x)+R(y)sR(x+y), x>O, y>O. 
R(cx)/R(x)sc2, x>O, c>O. 
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Furthermore, if xi > 0, and c, > 0 are decreasing sequences, and Ii cl < 00, we have 
R(Ci Gxi) R(Ci cixi)lR(xl) 
Ci CtR(Xi)=cl+Ci>l c~[R(x~)lR(xl)l~ 
R(c,x,)lR(x,) 4 
C, ci 2gT(’ 
i.e. 
1 ciR(Xi)GyR(x CiX,). 
I I 
It is easy to check that 
fi [l+e(x+i)]=l+ f E(x+i)- i R[c(x+i)] +O(~(x+1)2) 
i=, i=l ,=I 
where 0(&(x + l)*) is independent of k. Thus 
a(x) + g(x)*/(l -a(x)) 
= 
,-!* [j, ( 
E x+i)- i R[s(x+i)] /3(k)+O(&(x+l)2). 
I 
(4.11) 
,=I 
By (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11), we need only to prove 
,f i R[.z(x+i)]P(k)=O(e(x+l)*). 
k=l i=l 
(4.12) 
By the properties of R(s) above, we have 
z i R[E(x+i)] = f R[.c(x+i)] f P(k) 
k=l I=, I=, L=i 
s CR z &(x+i) z P(k) 
( i=I k=r > 
s CR(m(x+ 1)) =O(E(X)~). 
This proves (4.12). 0 
The difficulty is that we don’t know whether F(X) is nonincreasing. Motivated by 
Lemma 4.1, we consider another sequence E(X) which is determined by the equation 
~(X)=~(X+1)~(1)+[E(X+1)+F(X+2)]~(2)+*~~. (4.13) 
For given W(X), let E(X) be a solution to (4.13), then 
a(x)-c(x+l)=F(x+l)- f E(x+l+i)P(i). (4.14) 
i=, 
Conversely, if lim,,, a(x) = 0, then it is easy to check that every bounded nonnega- 
tive solution E(x) to (4.14) is a solution to (4.13). 
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Lemma 4.2. Assume (4.3), and 
a(x+l)/a(x)tl when NGx~co. 
Then equation (4.13) has a solution E(x) such that 
cr(x)>.?(x+l)andE(x)~E(x+l)>O, x>N. 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
Proof. Without lost of generality we can assume N = 0. By (4.15), 
(+(x- l)a(x+ 1) 3 o(x)‘. 
Thus 
~[(T(X-l)+o(X+1)]bJa(x-l)a(x+1)~ff(x). 
Hence 
(T(x - 1) -a(x) 2 C(X) - c+(x + 1). (4.17) 
Let&(x)=O,x>nandE,(n),E,(n-l),. . . be determined by (4.14) iteratively. Then 
E,(n)=a(n-l)-a(n)aO=&(n+l). 
Assume Z,(y) 3 E,(y+ 1) 3 0 for y -=c x. By (4.14) and (4.17), 
E,(x)=(~(x-1)--(+(x)+ f E,(x+i+l)P(i) 
i=l 
au(x)-cr(x+l)+ f E,,(x+2+i)p(i) 
i=l 
=&(x-cl). 
Hence by induction, we have 
E,(X) a E, (X+1)20. 
Let D(x) = F,+,(x+ 1) - E,,(x+ 1). By (4.14), when x < n, 
D(x) = F”+,(X+ 1) - E,(x+ 1) 
= z [E,+,(x+i+l)-F,(x+i+l)]P(i) 
i=L 
= j, Wx+ W(i). 
Since D(x)=O,x>n+l and D(n+l)=E,+,(n+l)~O, by induction we have 
D(x) 2 0, i.e. 
E,(x)GE,+,(x), x<n. 
By (4.13), we have 
n-.X 
c+(x)aEE,(x+l) 1 p(i), x<n. 
i=l 
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Thus, by (1.4), for a fixed x, E,,(x) is bounded. Let 
E(X) = f-t”m E,(x). 
By the dominated convergence theorem, E(X) is a solution to (4.14) (and hence, a 
solution to (4.13)). Furthermore, 
E(x) 2 E(x + 1) and U(X) 2 E(x+ 1). 
By (4.13), we must have E(x)>O. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Assume (4.3) and (4.15). Let E(X) be as in Lemma 4.2. Then 
. F(x+l) 
?‘_m,==lY 
. E(x+l) 1 ~=- 
?‘E a(x) m’ 
where m is the jirst moment of/?(n). 
Proof. By (4.14), we have 
l_ajx+l) E(x+l) p=--- 
o(x) u(x) 1 
1-c - m ‘I;=::)l) p(i)] 
i=l 
By (4.2), (4.13), and (4.16), we have 
E(x+ 1)/a(x) 2 l/m. 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Then by (4.15), (4.16), (4.20), and by the fact that the terms in the last sum in (4.20) 
are nonnegative, we have (4.18). By (4.13) and (4.18), and the dominated convergence 
theorem, we have (4.19). 0 
Let 
f(x) = 1+ E(x). 
Lemma 4.4. Assume 
z a(x+i)*<cO. 
i=l 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
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Then, under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, for any x 3 1 and 6 > 0, there exist two 
positiveJinite constants c and C so that 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, for any 6 > 0 there is an N such that 
F(x+j+l)/~(x+j)~l/m+& js N. 
Since 
log(l+s)=s+R(s2), 
where 
R(s*) s As’, O<s<l-6, 6>0, A>O, 
we have 
log i I(y+i)= i [E(y+i)+R(E(y+i)*)] 
i=L i=l 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
By (4.16), (4.22), (4.23), and (4.24), there is a positive finite constant c, such that 
k 
n i(y+i)Sc, exp 
i=l 
“c’(T(y+i) . 
i=O 1 (4.25) 
Since exp(-s)=l-s+R,(s*), where R,(s2)cA,s2, O<s<l-6, 6>0, A,>O, we 
have 
k-l 
1 
k-l 
w -i;o~(y+i) =i~o[A(~+i)+R~(rr(y+i)2)l 
k-l 
= ,IJO A(y + Xl +  R2(dY + iI’) 
k-1 
2c2 n h(y+i) 
i=O 
(4.26) 
where R2(s2) s A2s2, 0 < s < 1 - 6, 6 > 0, A2 > 0 and c2 is some constant which is 
positive and finite by (4.22). Hence the second inequality in (4.23) follows from 
(4.25) and (4.26). The proof of the first inequality is similar. 0 
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Assume 
f [h(l)A(2). +. h(k)]-“‘“+“P(k)<~ for some 6>0. 
k=l 
(4.27) 
Let E(x) be given by Lemma 4.2, and i(x) be given by (4.21). Under the assumption 
of Lemma 4.4, define 
h(x) = 
1 
C;p=, F(x+ 1) . . . i(x+ k)P(k)’ 
XS 1, 
and 
cT(x)=l-A(x), x21. (4.28) 
h(x) is well defined by (4.27) and Lemma 4.4. By definition of A(x), (3.1), (4.5) and 
(4.16) are satisfied. By (4.21), (4.16) and (4.5), i(x) satisfies (4.6). By Lemma 4.1, 
we have 
+. ’ .+o(c?(x)2), x2 1. 
By (4.13) and (4.29), we have 
(4.29) 
lim 
g(x) -= 1 
x--C(x) . 
(4.30) 
Lemma 4.5. DeJine x(-x) = i(x), x > 0. Then under the assumptions of Lemma 4.4, 
and condition (4.27), the system with rate function h(x), 
(a) dies out if 
1~,~~,[A(-r)...A(r)]-(““‘~6’p(Z+r)=, forsome6>0; 
(b) survives if 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 2.2(a). Part (b) follows from 
Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 3.1. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Under conditions (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.15), (4.22) and (4.27), the system 
with rate function A(x), 
(a) dies out if 
,E, r!?, [AC-U. . . A(r)I- (“m-‘)p(Z+ r) = 00 for some 6 > 0; 
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(b) survives if 
Proof. (a) Let a(x) be defined by (4.4) and 
VF(X) = (1 -a)(+(x), E > 0. 
Then (T,(X) satisfies (4.5), (4.15) and (4.22). Let 
h,(x) = 1 -U,(X). 
(4.31) 
Since log (1 -s) = --s + R,(s2), where R,(s2) < A,s’, 0 < s < 1 - 6, A3 > 0, we have, 
when x> N 
(l-.s)log[h(x+l)*..A(x+k)] 
=-,$, [u,(x+i)+R3(~(x+i)2)1 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
=log[A,(x+l) * -. A,(x+k)]- : R,(a(x+i)‘). 
i=l 
By (4.32) and (4.22), there is a finite positive constant c such that 
c[A(x+l) *. . A(x+k)]‘-“a[A,(x+l)...A,(x+k)] 
a[A(x+l)*..A(x+k)], x>N. 
Hence 
c,[A(x+l). . . A(x+k)]P”‘“Ps’ 
C[A,(x+l) u . . AJx+ k)](-‘/“-s)/(‘-“), x 2 1, (4.34) 
where cr is some finite positive constant. Now we can choose E so small that 
(l/m-S)/(l-E)<l/m. (4.35) 
By (4.31), (4.33), (4.34), and (4.35), cE and A?(x) satisfy (4.3), (4.15), (4.22), (4.27) 
and the condition in Lemma 4.5(a), since a(x) and A(x) satisfy the same conditions. 
Hence the system with rates X,(x) dies out by Lemma 4.5(a), where x,(x) is defined 
just as above (4.28). By (4.28), (4.30), and (4.31), we have 
lim 
@z(x) -=1-a 
x-00 c’(x) 
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Thus, 
X,(x) a X(x> 
when 1x1 is big. By Lemma 2.2(a) and Theorem 2.3(b), the system with rate function 
h(x) dies out. 
The proof of part (b) is similar. 0 
Corollary. Under condition (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.15), (4.22), the system survives i;f 
f [l-h(i)]<a. 
i=l 
(4.36) 
Proof. Under condition (4.36), the infinite product Hz, A(i) converges. Thus 
[A(-I) . . . A(r)]-' is bounded. By (4.2) and Theorem 4.5(b), the system survives. q 
Example. Let 
w(x)=b/(b+lxIY), b>O, y>o, 
P(k) = c,/na, a > 2, 
where c, is a normalizing constant. Then the system 
(a) surviveswheny>l orwheny=l anda>2(1+bmpI); 
(b) diesoutwheny<l orwhen y=l anda<2(1+bmpI). 
Proof. When y = 1, log A(2) . . . A(k) goes to -cc at the same rate as 
Thus h(1). . * A(k) goes to 0 at the rate Ck?‘. The series in Theorem 4.6(b) converges 
if 
This is equivalent to 
n2b(l/m+S) ’ -<a. 
PI=’ n 
Hence the system survives when cy - l -2&n-’ > 1, i.e. (Y > 2(1+ bm-‘). Similarly, 
the system dies out when y = 1 and ICY < 1+ b/m < a. By coupling, and Theorem 
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2.3, the system dies out when y = 1 and ia < 1 + b/m or y < 1 and survives when 
y>l. 0 
5. Inhomogeneous approximation of the critical system (II) 
In this section, we consider the case in which p(n) has an infinite first moment. Let 
P(n) = c,/na (5.1) 
where 1 < LX s 2 and c, is a normalizing constant. When CY < 2, let 
[,(x)=1-b/xP, x>l, (5.2) 
and 
r;(x)=l-b/lxIP, xc-l, (5.3) 
where p > 0. Let 
1 
[c;Z1 t,(x+1). . . t,(x+k)p(k)]-‘, xl=- 1, 
h,(x) = [C:zl t;(x - 1) . . . t;(x - k)P(k)]-‘, x < -1, (5.4) 
1, x = 0. 
TherateA,,(x) is welldefinedsincet,,(x) < l,x>O,tL(x) < l,x<Oanda> 1 and&(x) > 1. 
Extend t,(x) and t;(x) to Z by iteration and by (3.1) and (3.2). Then (3.1) and (3.2) is 
satisfied. 
Lemma 5.1. Assume LY < 2 and CY fp > 2. Under assumptions (5.1) and (5.2), there 
are constants c and C such that 
clx 
p-2+,3 < 
. a(x) s c/xp-2-, x> 1, (5.5) 
where a(x) = h,(x) - 1. 
Proof. By (5.2), it is easy to check that 
t/Jx+ l)...r,,(x+k) 
where 
O<R(s)=e-“-l+s, s>O. 
By (5.4), we have 
(5.6) 
&= ; t,,(x+ 1). . . t,(x+ k)@(k). 
P k=l 
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Thus 
= 
j, j, [(x+ i”+ 1)P -~((x+l~+l)p)-J13~~~+4(x+11)2p)~ (5.7) 
Let 
Then, an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 4.1 shows 
(‘(xl’ 
a(x) --= 
1 +u(x) 
~K+owx~=,~, k~i(x+ic~~)Pk”+owx). (5.8) 
Since (x+ i+ l)mPk-” is decreasing in i and k, we have 
Ix) 
[I J 
m 
lJ,~c, ds 
dt 
 s--l (x+s+l)Pt”+(X+2)P L+ J:(x+:yt-I 
1 m =4-J ds (Y-1 1 (s-l)“-‘(x+s+l)~+(u-*)~x+2)~ I ’ 
J 
m 
ds 
, (s-l)“P1(x+s+l)” 
x 
ds = J 
m ds 
0 s”-r(x+s+2)p+ J I F’(x+s+2)P x 
ds a3 ds = J 0 (x+2)PF (l+s/(x+2))p + I x s*-‘+D((X+2)/s+l)P 
J 
x ds J ir ds s o (x+2)Ps”~l+ * $-l+P 
1 1 
=((Y+p-2)X~+p-2+(2-a)(x+2)PX”~2. 
By (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10), 
F(X) 5 c/xa+p-2, 
This proves the second inequality of (5.5). Similarly, we have 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
1 O” J ds =- a-l * se-‘(x+s+ly 
ds J 
m 
ds 
, s”Pr(X+s+l)P+ x s”-‘(x+s+l)p 1 
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ds ds 
, (x+l)Ps~~~(l+s/(x+l))P+ se-‘+p((x+l)/s+l)p 1 
1 x ds m ds 
==(cu-1)2P (X+1)%“-‘+ x P+P-’ I 1 
1 1 1 
=(a-l)2P (cr+p-2)X~+p-2+(2-a)(x+2)Px”-2 1 . (5.11) 
By (5.8) and (5.11), we have 
u(x) 2 c/xL2+p-*. 0 
When CY = 2, let 
t,(x)=1-b/(xPlogx), x>l, (5.12) 
and 
t;(x) = 1- b/(jxl” log x), x < -1. (5.13) 
Define A,(x) by (5.4). Extend t,(x) and t;(x) to Z by iteration and by (3.1) and 
(3.2). Then f,(x) and t;(x) satisfy (3.1) and (3.2). 
Lemma 5.2. Assume (Y = 2, (5.12) and (5.13). Then there exist constants c and C such 
that 
c/xp G a(x) G c/xp, x > 1, (5.14) 
where a(x) = h,(x) - 1. 
Proof. Similar to that in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we have 
t,(x+l) . . - t,(x+k) 
k b 
=l-i~~(X+i+l)PIOg(X+i+l) 
k 
+K 
cc 
1 
iC, (x+i+l)plog(x+i+l) 
and 
u(x) - a(X)*/( 1+ u(x)) 
= iI (x+i+ l)‘Lg(x+i+l) 
+R, 
(( 
k 
1 
2 
i?i, (x+i+l)plog(x+i+l) HI P(k) 
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where R5(s2) < A$, 0 < s < 1 - 6, A, > 0, 6 > 0. Let 
v,= 2 i P(k) 
k=, i=, (x+i+l)p log(x+i+ 1) ’ 
(5.15) 
Then 
a(x) -a(x)2!( 1 +(+(x)) 
=v,+o(v,)= 5 e 1 
,=, k=i (x+i+ l)“k2 log(x+i+ 1) +“(vX’ ’ 
(5.16) 
Since 1 / [ (x + i + 1 )“kp log( x + i + 1) ] is decreasing in i and k, we have 
2 
I 
s-1 (x+s+ 1yt* log(x+s+ 1) 
2 +(x+2)p log(x+2)+2 i m 
dt 
1 (x+2)Vlog(x+2) I 
ds 4 
= c* 
(s-l)(n+s+l)~log(x+s+1)+(x+2)~log(x+2) 1 ’ (5.17) 
r ds 2 (s- l)(x+s+ l)plog(x+s+ 1) 
I 
cc 
ds 
= , s(x+s+2)Plog(x+s+2) 
x ds 
= 1 s(x+s+2)Plog(x+s+2) 
+ 
ds 
s(x+s+2)Plog(x+s+2) 
x 
ds 
= * S(X+2)P(1+S/(X+2))P[log(x+1)+log(l+s/(x+2))] 
+ 
ds 
‘+P(l+(X+2)IS)Plog(x+s+2) 
1 
s(x+2)p log(x) 
1 1 
=(x++PXp log x’ 
By (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18), 
a(x) G c/xp. 
This proves the second inequality. 
(5.18) 
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To prove the first inequality, we have 
dt 
(x + i + 1)V log(x + s + 1) 
ds 
s(x+s+l)Plog(x+s+l) 
ds 
s(x+s+l)Plog(x+s+l) 
ds ds 
s(x+s+l)Plog(x+s+l) 
+ c2 
s(x+s+l)Plog(x+s+l) 
ds 
1 s(x+l)P(l+s/(x+l))P[log(x+l)+log(l+s/(x+l))] 
ds 
x sl+~(l+(X+l)/s)P[log(x+l)+log(l+s/(x+l))] 
c2 
X ds m ds 
z 2P[log(x + 1) + log 21 , (x+1)%+ X S’+P . I -1 (5.19) 
By (5.16) and (5.19), we have 
a(x) 2 c/xp. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose A,(x) is dejined by (5.4), where t,(x) and t;(x) are de$ned by 
(5.2) and (5.3) when l< (Y < 2 or by (5.11) and (5.12) when a = 2. Then the system 
dejned by hp(x), 
(a) dies out ifp> 1; 
(b) survives ifp < 1. 
When p = 1 and 1 < (Y < 2, the system survives if and only if 2b + a > 2. When p = 1 
and (Y = 2, the system survives if and only if b > +. 
Proof. Let p> 1. Then the infinite products Hz=‘=, r (k) and nz=, t;(k) converge. 
Thus t,(l) . . - t,(r) and tb(-1) . . * tb( --I) are bounded below by a positive constant. 
By Lemma 2.2(a), the system dies out since Cy__, n@(n) = 00. 
When 1 < (Y < 2 and p = 1, by (5.2) and (5.3), similar to that in the proof of Lemma 
5.1, we have 
log[t,(x+ 1) . . . t,(x+ k)] 
=-{log[(l- ~).....log(l- -&)I} 
z-6; 
,=, [??(&)I 
s-b 
sblog 
x+1 
-iC 
x+k 
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where C is some constant. Thus 
t,(x+ 1) . 
where C, is some constant. Similarly 
x> 1. 
Hence 
(5.20) 
Similarly, we have 
(5.21) 
We will check (3.3) for x = 0. Other cases are similar. By (1.4), (5.20) and (5.21), 
= t,(l)ti(-1) ; ; t{(-1) . * . t’,(-2)t,(2). * * 
/=2 r=2 
+t;(-1) $ t,(1) . . t,(r)P(r+l)+t1(1) f t{(-1). * * ti(l)P(Z+ 1). 
r=l /=I 
By (5.20) and (5.21), the right hand side of the above inequality is finite if and only 
if 
,!, ,5 (Zr)b(:i r)” ==zco. 
The series in (5.22) is finite if and only if 
i.e. 
(5.22) 
By Theorem 3.1, the system survives when 1 < CY < 2, p = 1 and 2b + CY > 2. By 
Lemma 2.2(a), the system dies out when 1 < (Y < 2, p = 1 and 2b + a c 2. When p < 1, 
let AI(x) be defined by (5.2) and (5.3) with b =p = 1. Then A,(x) 2 A,(x) except for 
finitely many x. By Lemma 2.2(a) and coupling, the system defined by h,(x) survives 
since the system defined by A,(x) survives. 
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Next, we consider the case (Y = 2. Let p = 1. The proof is similar to that in 1< (Y < 2 
case. Inequality (5.20) is replaced by 
Condition (5.22) becomes 
,i, ;, logb I log: r(l+ 1)2ico. r- 
The series in (5.23) is finite if and only if 
f l2b <a, 
n=, n log n 
i.e. 
b>$. q 
Theorem 5.4. Let 
h(x)=l+b(x)/(lxlY+l), 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
where b(x) > 0 and 
,?f~~ b(x) = b > 0. 
Then the system 
(a) survives when y < LY - 1; 
(b) dies out when y > a - 1. 
When y = a - 1, there exists a positivefinite constant b, such that the system survives 
when b > b, and dies out when b < b,. 
Proof. 
(a) Assume y < cy - 1. Then choose a p such that 1 > p > y - a + 2. Define hp(x) 
by (5.1)-(5.4). Then by Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, we have 
A(x)a for all but finitely many XEZ. 
By Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 2.3(a), the system survives. 
Similarly, we can prove (b) and (c). 0 
Open problem. Assume p(n) = c,nT, l<(~S2. Let A(-x)=A(x) and A(x)= 
1+ W(X), m(x)&0 when O< X?CO. Let t(x) be a solution to (3.1) and E(X) = 1 - t(x). 
Prove 
-&&!2~~ c 
2--a X2-a 3 a < 2, x > 0, 
X 4x1 
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and 
_~go~c: c 
log x (T(x) log x’ 
CY =2, x> 0. 
Then prove a result similar to Theorem 4.6. 
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